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The western Caribbean 
bathes the tropical coastline of 
Yucatan with warm, clear water 
abundant in beauty and life. Above 
the sea is a unique land of ancient 
heritage and adventure, while 
below lies one of the earth's most 
magnificent underwater eco- 
systems. 

In earlier time the jungles of 
Yucatan flourished with the works 
of the Mayas. Over hundreds of 
years they carved away the thick 
mahogany forest of the peninsula 
until their civilization conquered 
the difficult environment. Led by a 
hierarchy of priests, the Mayas 
constructed pyramids, temples, 
and walled cities across their new 
home. Suddenly, over a period of 
perhaps fifty years, all construc- 
tion halted, the people dispersed, 
and the jungle once more claimed 
her own. What fate could have 
toppled such an advanced culture 
so quickly is still unknown. Today, 
the area is sparsely populated by 
descendants of the Mayas, who 
tenaciously hold on to the alien 
land. 

The Spanish conquistadors 
came to the Yucatan, but soon 
found the rich valley of Central 
Mexico more profitable for 
exploitation. As the European 
ways assimilated Mayas, a new 
civilization developed that found 
Yucatan too distant, too harsh. 
Only the most daring ventured into 
the ungoverned province. They 
came for the mahogany and chicle 
that lay deep in the forest, but work 
was hard and few survived the 
relentless elements. Only indian 
slaves, outcasts or criminals could 
be forced to work in the scattered 
jungle camps; their only common 
code was the law of survival. 

Yucatan's coastal territory, 
Quintana Roo, lay mostly 

unexpioreo and unwanted until 
1972 when the government of 
Mexico, after realizing the tourist 
potential of the region, finally 
granted statehood. Today this 
land, which had been remote only a 
few years ago, is being opened to 
the outside world. Two new 
jetports have been built to shuttle 
thousands of visitors in and out on 
daily non-stop flights from Mexico 
City, New Orleans and Miami. 
Modern hotels and recreational 
facilities have sprung up at an 
astonishing pace and a new paved 
road skirts the coastline 
connecting many of the superb 
archaeological zones. 

Early in the sixties a new 
breed of explorers came to the 
fishing villages of Yucatan's coast. 
They did not come wieldi'ng 
machetes to invade the secrets of 
the jungle, but brought tanks of 
compressed air to explore the sea. 
What they found was more 
incredible than they had hoped. 
The entire eastern coast was 
bordered by a massive barrier 
reefline supporting marine life as 
prolific as any found in the 
Caribbean. The early divers made 
their headquarters in the village of 
San Miguel on the coastal island of 
Cozumel. The exciting news of the 
discovery spread quickly through 
the fledgling sport diving industry. 
Soon many divers were planning or 
dreaming about a trip to this 
underwater frontier. 

The territory had sprouted a 
new industry, underwater 
recreation. Compressors and air 
tanks were brought in and set up 
hastily, while local fishermen were 
finding more profit in the charter 
business than their lifelong trade. 
Unexpectedly the sea had opened 
a new way of life to this once- 
distant territory. 

COZUMEL 
Mexico's largest island, 

Cozumel, lies 12 miles across 
deep, blue water from the Yucatan 
coast. The only connection to the 
outside world is a new modern 
jetport. The main town of San 
Miguel has grown so rapidly that 
new luxury hotels border the 28 
mile coastline in both directions. 
Presently there are five dive stores 
and charter boat facilities 
operating on the island. Located 
just north of the public pier is 
Adventures Tropicales operated 
by Julio Blanco. Next door is 
Aquasafari, probably the largest 
and best equipped diving conces- 
sion on the island with an inventory 
of over two hundred tanks and two 
3000 PSI Mako compressors. Just 
north of town is the hotel, Cabanas 
del Caribe, whose diving conces- 
sion serves the divers from See and 
Sea Travel Service. 

South of the pier are two more 
stores, Discover Cozumel and 
Scuba-Cozumel. Discover 
Cozumel is run by· Ernesto Vera, a 
dedicated diver whose shop is well 
equipped and well organized. He 
offers individual diving and also 
books tours through Go Mexico. 
Scuba-Cozumel, owned and 
operated by Pedro Delgadillo, has 
developed a completely modern 
diving operation with the addition 
of the newly completed Galapagos 
Inn located just south of town. 
Pedro offers complete diving 
packages for individuals or groups, 
including rooms, meals and all 
diving charters. 
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A broken series of reefs 
border the protected south- 
western coast of the island. All of 
the better reef areas are located 
several hundred meters offshore 
and require boat transportation for 
safe diving. The visibility on the 
entire string of islands must rank, 
from day to day, as the best in the 
Caribbean. The waters here are 
generally calm due to the guarded 
locale; currents are moderate to 
nonexistent. 

Diving starts about four miles 
south of town on Paradise Reef. 
Depths range from 40 to 45 feet 
around the coral growths. Diving is 
easy and interesting among the 
colorful coral heads and the 
undercuts and small caves add 
adventure to the exploration. 
Scuba-Cozumel uses this area for 
their night diving activities 
because of its abundant sea life 
and its proximity to their dock at 
the Galapagos Inn. Continuing 

south from Paradise Reef divers 
pass over Chancanabe Reef with 
depths from 40 to 45 feet, Cardona 
Reef, with an average depth of 30 
feet, and Santa Rosa Reef with 
depths from 50 to 70 feet. All of 
these areas are well worth diving 
time, but as a common phrase 
states, "They ain't seen nothing 
yet," because waiting for divers, 
near Cozumel's southern tip, is the 
ultimate reef, Palancar. Centuries 
of creation have carefully formed a 
towering fortress or coral heads 
nearly three miles in length that 

A diver swims through a cloud of 
fish at El Garrafon Reef. Exploring 
a cavern in a cenote near Akumal, 
divers encounter halocline 
distortion caused by the mixing of 
saltwater from the lagoon and 
freshwater from a spring (above). 
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Stunning drop-offs (above middle 
and right) and shallow areas (above 
left, opposite page, top) demonstrate 
the diversity of Palancar Reef. In 
Chakalal Lagoon a diver snorkels 
past centuries-old Mayan ruins 
(above). 

rests on the edge of a 2000-foot 
underwater cliff. 

Palancar's inner reef is one of 
the sea's most majestic vistas. The 
huge coral heads dwarf you as you 
weave through the large fissures 
that separate the formations of 
coral. There are hundreds of large 
caves that cut through the base of 
the coral heads and with a divers' 
light, the cave walls look as though 
they've been painted beautiful 
reds, yellows, purples and 
oranges. Light streams through 
distant exits illuminating the 
passages and leaving the cave, you 
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face a hard decision on which 
route to take; all paths lead to more 
excitement and beauty. 

Cozumel also offers plenty of 
topside exploration. A tourist can 
rent a car, motorbike, or bicycle in 
San Miguel and spend a full day 
visiting the island's many spots of 
interest. Heading north from town 
you can travel down hotel row 
where many of the island's luxury 
hotels have been constructed 
along the seacoast. You are 
welcome when you stop and 
wander through the beautiful 
verandas and gardens of some of 
Mexico's most elaborate buildings, 
each adorned with colorful 
handmade tiles and surrounded by 
flowering vegetation. The San 
Miguel Aquarium, a short distance 
south of town, is open daily. Here 
several large tanks contain 
hundreds of interesting fish and 
other forms of marine life from the 
surrounding waters. 

Just off the coastal road, 
about six miles south of town, is 
one of the island's most beautiful 

sites, Chacanab Lagoon. It is a 
large, open-water pool filled with 
clear blue-green water and lined 
with dense tropical vegetation. It is 
connected to the sea by a small 
cave that runs under the road. You 
can park by one of the small open- 
air restaurants on the ocean side of 
the road and spend as long as you 
like snorkeling among the fish and 
rock formations in the shallow 
water. Both Aquasafari and 
Discover Cozumel have second 
dive shops at Chacanab to rent 
snorkel or scuba gear. 

Farther south past the lagoon 
are a series of palm-lined beaches. 
Many of these strands are deserted 
and offer a private beach paradise 
complete with white sand and clear 
calm waters for swimming, 
snorkeling, or just relaxing and 
dreaming. 

The road swings around the 
southern tip of the island and 
heads north along the rugged 
Caribbean coast where many small 
beaches and coves dot the 
shoreline. Because of the direct 
force of the currents and waves, 
snorkeling and diving are not 
recommended in these unpro- 
tected areas. 

Another Cozumel plus is the 
price range available to visitors. 
Adequate downtown hotel rooms 
start for as little as $6 a day and 
vary to the luxury rates of the 
modern beach hotels. Food is good 
and generally inexpensive. Diving 

services and rentals are not 
exorbitant, and you'll always get 
your money's worth. All the shops 
charge $25 for a day of diving, 
including two tanks and a lunch of 
fish and conch cerviche on one of 
the beaches near the reefs. The 
large motor-sailers, traditionally 
used for diving, leave the. city pier 
for the hour-and-a-half trip to the 
reefs. For those divers wishing a 
faster trip, Scuba-Cozumel 
operates two 22-foot Aquasports 
which make the run to Palancar in 
about half an hour. 

However, even with the 
superb diving and beauty Cozumel 
offers, it is only a starting point in a 
complete Yucatan vacation. 

ISLA MUJERES 
Travel connections have 

greatly improved in Yucatan 
during the past few years. It no 
longer takes a half a day of waiting 
to make connections by ferry, bus 
or plane to nearby areas. The 
cheapest and most popular 
method of travel from Cozumel to 
the small tropical island of Isla 
.Mujeres is via ferry to Playa del 
Carmen on the mainland, then by 
bus to Puerto Juarez for a second 
ferry ride to the island. 

Fortunately, Isla Mujeres is 
working hard at preserving its 
natural beauty and peaceful 
atmosphere. Although a massive 
construction program is being 
carried out at the nearby resort of 
Cancun, this narrow, five-mile- 
long sand strip remains virtually 
unscarred. 

The village on the island's 
north end still has sand streets and 
limits motor traffic to a couple of 
primary roads. Hotel accommoda- 
tions are plentiful and are in the low 
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THE INCREDIBLE LAND OF 

No other country in 
the Western hemi- 
sphere can leave 
you with such an 
intense impression. 
The people are 
friendly and unique, 
the waters rich and 
virgin, and the days 
and nights filled 
with sun, fun and 
excitement. Write 
today for Taino 
Beach Resort's dive 
vacation package, 
Haiti's most 
beautiful 
oceanfront re- 
sort. Group 
and individual 
rates available. 

PHOTOS/ A.H. STEWART 

P.O. Box 1253, Port-Au-Prince, Haiti 

continued from page 93 
to moderate price range. Beach campgrounds have been set aside 
for the many young people who enjoy roughing it. 

The calm waters surrounding the island are not only 
beautiful, but also provide some most unusual diving. Located 
north of the island are the caves of the sleeping sharks, made 
famous by Jacques Cousteau's film documentary shot in 1974. 
These caves are the only known location where ocean sharks can 
be found in a motionless state. Why the phenomenon occurs is still 
unexplained, but the search for sharks among the caves and 
overhangs makes an exciting dive. 

Lying just off the island's southern tip is El Garrafon Reef 
with its huge schools of fish. The reef is only a short distance from 
shore with easy access from the beach, the surrounding waters 
are shallow making the use of tanks unnecessary. From the cliff 
overlooking the reef the tightly schooled fish appear as a dark 
cloud lazily moving over the white sand bottom. Swimming 
towards the schooling fish creates a fork in their movement as they 
part to accommodate your presence. For a moment you can be 
completely enveloped by fish and then in an instant the moving 
passage will turn into clear sea once more. 

Another of the island's popular dives is over the fields of 
staghorn coral of Manchones Reef. The reef runs north and south 
at a depth of 40 feet in the calm inland waters a short distance from 
El Garrafon. 

Diving trips around the island can be arranged at Mexico 
Divers, located on the waterfront to the left of the ferry exit. 
Mexico Divers is owned and operated by Gustavo and Cynthia 
Rodriquez who have an outstanding reputation for providing safe 
and enjoyable diving. 

THE CARIBBEAN COAST 
Mile for mile, the rugged coastline of Yucatan is filled with 

more natural beauty, history and excitement than any other area 
in the Caribbean. A new paved road now cuts its way south 
through the thick tangle of jungle along the coast to the ruins of 
Tulum. There it takes an inland course to the city of Chetumal 
near the border of Belize. Much of the region is still primitive and 
an adventure to explore. 

Fifty-five miles down the highway from Cancun lies the 
coastal resort of Akumal, one of Mexico's most beautiful and 
prestigious vacation areas. Spacious Mayan style bungalows are 
scattered along the rugged palm-lined coast. The remoteness and 
charm of the locale provides an escape to a tranquil world of 
natural beauty. 

Akumal is the adopted home of CEDAM, an international 
group of amateur divers and professional historians who have 
joined together to study, explore and conserve underwater 
historical sites. One of the many noted accomplishments of the 
organization was the founding of the first Underwater Recovery 
Museum in the world. The historical treasures of the museum are 
housed in a two-story building next to the main entrance of the 
resort. 

Akumal has just finished the· construction of a new dive 
store to help accommodate the influx of sport divers who come to 
the area to enjoy both the ocean and the crystalline lagoons and 
freshwater springs that dot the coast. The diving operation is 
headed by Joe Kelly, a qualified and knowledgeable diver who has 
spent years exploring the underwater beauty and history of the 
region. He makes every effort to see that each guest gets the most 
rewarding diving possible for the time of his stay. 
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DELTA OFFSHORE 34 
Designed with the 

Diver in mind 

THE DEL TA 34 HAS A RUGGED 
FIBERGLASS HULL AND A FULL 
FIBERGLASS KEEL. IT CAN BE 
ORDERED WITH SINGLE OR TWIN 
DIESEL ENGINES OR GAS ENGINES. 
OUR BOATS ARE BUil TON A SEMI- 
CUSTOM BASIS OFFERING A FLUSH 
DECK WITH 171 SQ. FT. OR 140 SQ. 
FT. OF OPEN COCKPIT AREA. THE 
DEL TA 34 CAN BE CERTIFIED FOR 
18 PASSENGERS AND CREW. 

SPECS 
LOA 
LWL 
Beam 
Draft 

34'6" 
30' 
13'8" 
3'6" 

Freeboard Fwd. 5'6" 
Freeboard Aft. 3'4" 
Headroom Fwd. 6'3" 
Headroom Salon 6'5" 

Write or call for more 
detall1 and quotation. 

DEL TA BOAT WORKS 
SCALLOP DR., PORT CANAVERAL 

CAPE CANAVERAL, FL 32920 
305-783-3536 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

- continued from page 94 
Akumal's surrounding waters seem to have been planned 

by a master designer of underwater amusement parks. Just 
offshore, spreading almost endlessly north and south, is the 
Caribbean's largest barrier reef. The waters have been closely 
protected for years by the resort and CEDAM in an effort to 
preserve the rare beauty for future generations of adventurers. 
The vast coral gardens are alive with sea life, much as they existed 
before man ventured underwater. Large schools of game fish, still 
at peace with man, roam the reefs with dignity. Good sites to dive 
are as abundant as the reef is immense. Depths range from less 
than 20 feet on the staghom gardens near shore to over 100 feet on 
the mammoth formations of the outer edge. Weeks of action-filled 
dives can be made on the reef without traveling far from your hotel 
room or exploring the same reef section twice. 

Adding to the wonderland setting of the region are a 
beautiful series of clear water lagoons, excellent for sightseeing or 
snorkeling. Fresh cool water from underground mixes with the 
saltwater to form a brackish environment for hundreds of fish who 
make the lagoons their home. These areas, called "cenotes," are 
thought to have been sacred to the early Mayas because of the 
many temples and offertories that were built around their 
perimeters. Six miles south of Akumal is Xel-Ha (Shell-Ha), a 
group of four shallow interconnecting lagoons bordered 
underwater by caves and undercuts. In the lagoon closest to the 
sea are the remains of a small Mayan temple. 

North from Akumal is the lagoon of Chakalal with a 
perfectly preserved temple standing near its edge. A small path 
behind the temple leads to a magnificent spring basin surrounded 
by a thick growth of mangroves and filled with clear freshwater. 
Large flat slabs of porous coral rock cover the bottom creating 
many interesting crevices and overhangs. 

North from Chakalal is one of the most dramatic settings to 
be found anywhere in the Caribbean, the ruins of the walled city of 
Xcaret. The main section of the small city rests high on a jungle- 
covered hill overlooking the sea. Cutting its way inland beside the 
hill is a narrow blue lagoon of stunning beauty. A path leads from 
the end of the lagoon along a steep limestone cliff to a series of 
caves filled with clear, calm pools of fresh water. For a brief period 
early in the morning sunlight is able to penetrate through the dark 
canopy of jungle trees and spotlight the limpid pools within the 
caverns. About 50 feet back into the caverns the waters lead 
underground into one of the hundreds of hidden rivers that help 
form the massive Yucatan aquifer. Two major archaeological 
zones are only a short distance from Akumal. The famous walled 
fortress of Tulum perched high on a bluff facing the sea and the 
vast inland city of Coba, whose huge pyramids and temples are still 
pristine. Both parks are opened daily to visitors for a small 
admission fee. 

·Only a few of Yucatan's many coastal attractions have been 
briefly described to give an idea of the enchantment of this intrepid 
land of adventure, history and serene beauty with its many 
mysteries and treasures waiting to be discovered anew by each of 
her welcomed explorers. 
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